Introduction
Now a day's web security is biggest issue in the corporate world. The world is highly dependent on the Internet .It is considered as main infrastructure of the global information society. Therefore, the availability of Internet is very critical for the socio-economic growth of the society. The "availability" of Internet and its services means that the information, the computing systems, and the security controls are all accessible and operable in committed state at some random point of time However, the inherent vulnerabilities of the Internet architecture provide opportunities for a lot of attacks on its infrastructure and services. [1] XSS , SQL injection, Sniffing, Request Encoding and DOS attacks which poses an immense threat to the availability of the Internet. An occurrence of these attacks on the web degrades or completely disrupt services to legitimate users by expending communication and/or computational resources of the target. Nowadays to achieve security of distributed systems is a dominant task for any organization including the most modest types of e-commerce, banks and even large state systems However, the increasing number and a variety of system attacks suggest, between among other things, that the design and realization of these systems are often very poor as far as security is concerned. Web security is essential part of business world. [2] Dos Attack is responsible for attackers direct hundreds or even thousands of compromised hosts called zombies against a single target. XSS attack is responsible for the attacker executes malicious code on the victim's machine by exploiting inadequate validation of data flowing to statements that output HTML. SQL Injection Attack is responsible for the attacker executes malicious database statements by exploiting inadequate validation of data flowing from the user to the database. Sniffing (Request Encoding) attack is responsible for data hacking during data transmission. Previous approaches to identifying these kinds of attacks and preventing them includes defensive coding, static analysis, dynamic monitoring, and test generation. These techniques have their own merits but have some drawback like Defensive coding [6] is error-prone and requires rewriting existing software to use safe libraries. Static analysis tools [13] can produce false warnings and do not create concrete examples of inputs that exploit the vulnerabilities. [30] .traditional solution for DOS protecting the network connection's confidentiality and integrity, protecting the server from break-in, and protecting the client's private information from unintended disclosure. A lot of protocols and mechanisms [9] [5] have been developed that address these issues individually. One area that has been neglected thus far has been that of service availability in the in the presence of DOS. It can take many forms depending on the resources the attacker is trying to exhaust. Because of these attacks Vulnerabilities business market will get hampered and it is headache to the E-business system. [6] [15] This paper will provide the survey of different web application attacks & its protection.
II. Related Work
Most of the traditional works on network intrusion detection focus on misuse-based or anomaly-based recognition of attack signatures. However, traffic generated from an attack to a web application -except for brute force attacks or similar events -is likely to be very similar to normal traffic because, since HTTP is a text based protocol, it is always possible to encapsulate an attack at application layer without Creating a packet that is anomalous if inspected at network layer. Writing generic network-layer signatures for web-based attacks are thus troublesome, and a source of false positives. On the other hand, host-based IDSs were typically designed to monitor the processes on the protected system (e.g. the web server daemon) rather than the web applications they run. However, nowadays' XSS attacks can perform more sophisticated tasks. This technology, however, works only on reflected XSS attacks, and not on persistent attacks where the injected malicious code is permanently stored on the server-side and is delivered to the browser at a later time. We are going to provide the best solution to protect the web from various web attacks. [13] [14] III. Survey Of Different Web Attacks
DOS,SQL Injection, XSS Attacks:
Following are the figures which are come into picture while looking towards stories of attacker in the last three to four years. 22% of UK companies surveyed experienced a disruptive attack in 2012, compared to 35% of respondents in a recent Neustar North American survey. Overall, UK respondents claimed that over a third (37%) of these attacks lasted more than 24 hours. Overall, UK attacks tended to be longer than in North America, with 22% lasting over a week versus 13% in North America.
Key sectors reported higher rates of attack: Among those companies attacked, the highest percentages were found in telecommunications (53%), ecommerce (50%) and online retail (43%). By contrast, the North American survey found the financial sector to be the most targeted with 44%, versus 17% in the UK. Neustar notes that the recent attacks on US banks are the likely reason for this disparity, but these attacks have opened the doors for others to mimic the tactics, such as recent DDoS attacks against Dutch banking systems in April 2013.Downtime hits the bottom line: DDoS attacks inflict a grave toll on revenues regardless of industry, but the survey found that some suffer more than most. The industries with the highest losses from an outage were financial services and telecommunications companies. [3] Respondents from the financial sector noted that 26% of Part of the Chinese Internet went down early Sunday morning in what the government is calling the largest denial-of-service attack it has ever faced .The attack began at 2 a.m. Sunday morning and was followed by a more intense attack at 4 a.m., according to the China Internet Network Information Center, Denial-of-service attacks cause disruptions by overwhelming a computer or network with a high level of online activity. Usually the attacks originate from networks of computers that have been hijacked by malware or viruses.By Monday the problem seemed to have been solved, with Chinese Internet users able to access websites such as Sina Corp.'s social networking site Weibo smoothly.
CloudFlare Chief Executive Matthew Prince said the company observed a 32% drop in traffic for the thousands of Chinese domains on the company's network during the attack compared with the same time 24 hours earlier. Sony Hacked in April to June 2011, Sony is by far the most famous recent security attack. After its Playstation network was shut down by LulzSec, Sony reportedly lost almost $171 million. The hack affected 77 million accounts and is still considered the worst gaming community data breach ever. Attackers stole valuable information: full names, logins, passwords, e-mails, home addresses, purchase history, and credit card numbers. Hacked in June 2011, Citigroup was not a difficult target for hackers. They exploited a basic online vulnerability and stole account information from 200,000 clients. Because of the hacking, Citigroup said it lost $2.7 million. Just a few months before the attack, the company was affected by another security breach. It started at Epsilon, an email marketing provider for 2,500 large companies including Citigroup. Specialists estimated that the Epsilon breach affected millions of people and produced an overall $4 billion loss. The US carrier was hacked last year, but said no account information was exposed. They said they warned one million customers about the security breach. Money stolen from the hacked business accounts was used by a group related to Al Qaeda to fund terrorist attacks in Asia. According to reports, refunding costumers cost AT&T almost $2 million.The most impressive numbers come from last year. 40 million employee records were stolen in March 2011, after RSA Security was hacked. Another huge theft of information happened in the summer, when personal data of 35 million South Koreans was exposed after hackers breached the security of software provider ESTsoft.
Other interesting figures include this year's Zappos hack, with 24 million accounts exposed. Because credit cards were not stolen, the shoe store's attack wasn't as damaging as it could have been. The case, brought by US attorneys in Manhattan and New Jersey, is the largest hacking scheme ever prosecuted in the US, Department of Justice officials said. From 2005 to 2012, the four Russian nationals and a Ukrainian penetrated the private networks of the Nasdaq stock exchange, Citibank, PNC Bank, Heartland Payment Systems,. The hacking gang traded text strings that exploited SQL-injection vulnerabilities in the victim companies' websites to obtain login credentials and other sensitive data, then installed malware that gave them persistent backdoor access to the networks.
European credit card numbers sold for as much as $50, while US ones fetched about $10. Buyers then used the data to create clone cards that, along with stolen PINs, were used to withdraw millions of dollars from ATMs around the world. On May 19, 2007, Kalinin allegedly identified a vulnerability in a password-reminder page of the Nasdaq website. Five days later, prosecutors said, he fashioned a text string that injected SQL programming code that allowed him to obtain cryptographically hashed login credentials from the page. He then shared the string with Gonzalez.The US Department of Justice today announced charges against five individuals who allegedly pulled off the largest hacking and data breach scheme in US history a scheme that ran from 2005 through last year that resulted in 160 million stolen credit card numbers. "Changing root password: As soon as the MySQL server is installed, root user with blank password is created. The MySQL root user will have full access to perform any operation on the MySQL server. It is a good practice to change the root password immediately after installation.Cross-site scripting (XSS) is increasingly common in the cloud computing world, up more than 160% in the fourth quarter of 2012 from the previous three months, a security firm is warning. Fire Host said that it blocked 64 million cyber attacks in 2012. The company warns that both XSS and SQL injection attacks have become even more prevalent since the third quarter of 2012.
Following are some graphical representation of Cyber Crime: From the above survey we can say that we are now in dangerous zone. We save our internet world we should proposed solution to stop such a malicious things. [7] IV.
Proposed Preventive Measures
This solution will definitely useful for future software security engineers to secure our e-world. 1. In this attack, attackers inject client side script code. The script code embeds itself in the response data, which is send back to an unscripting user. The user's browser then runs the script code. Because the browser downloads the script code from a trusted site, the browser has no way of recognizing that code is not valid.
Protection Mechanism

DOS Attack :
In this hacker sends continuous request to down the server by making it busy by sending the continuous, hacker tries to crash the server 
Request Encoding
In this type of attack, the attacker tries to decode the request which is traversed between client and server.
After decoding the request he may track the sensitive data from the application.
V.
CONCLUSION
The proposed solution will definitely help for building rich & secured web application. We can remove used good best designing/modeling practices while building a web application to crate great design and can protect our web application from different web attacks like DOS,SQL Injection, XSS and Request encoding. By using all said solutions/methods we can make our application very secured & efficient which definitely save our business world. 
